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Adjectives worksheets for grade 8 with answers

Decide whether you need to use a lot or a lot: We saw ___ animals in the zoo. How did you put the oranges in the box? There's no sugar in my coffee. I don't have ___ friends. The old man doesn't have hair on his head. I packed bottles of water. I didn't sleep last night. How do you eat _ fruit on an
average day? Answers: a lot of little vs few decide whether you need to use a little or something: Can you please buy ____ apples. We need _____ water. I've got ___ money left. I take sugar with coffee. We had pints of beer there. You have __ time left. There are stoli_ ___ in the room. That's where he
just wasted the _ dollars. Answers: something a little something vs any decide whether you need to use something or any: Is the rest __ milk? The bottle has ___ juice. Do you have coffee in _______ ? I don't have any more money. He's got ___ money. Do you know ___ of these singers? I don't know
them. I know them. Answers: any some some vs many decide whether you need to use something or a lot: The child put ___ sand in the bucket. I can lend you ___ money if you need it. No more pears. Only two. We had tea and cake. Don't eat so ___ sweet, or you'll get fat. I ate a beer at the bar last
night. I don't have ___ friends. He brought food with him. Answers: some some some a little vs less decide whether you need to use a little or less: I have ___ interest in classical music. I have ___ trust in him. In this ballroom, we need furniture like a great hall. You have to drink ________ coffee. He's got
_ money, as I thought. I drank wine tonight like last night. She dedicate her time to her homework as a hobbyist. It will take ___ time to end as the last time we tried. Answers: a little less a little vs a lot decide whether you need to use a little or a lot: It can cost you ___ money. I added __ sugar to the mix.
You will need to spend _ money on this car. (Large) I can do this with _____ help from my friends. ___ Change can really change. Today I do not have _ free time. He left me my laundry. She paid attention to him. Answers: a lot of little vs little decide whether you need to use a little or a little: There is a
__ point in the dialing. ___ people understood what he said. There is ____ usage when trying this. Here is _____ space. That's ___ I can do about it. Dan's a great student. He has ___ history issues. There was traffic on the road ____ . I think Coventry will win the game, but ___ people agree with me.
Answers: a little A little less vs less Decide whether you need to use less or less: It was __days under freezing last winter. I drank water like her. I have ___ more than an hour to do this job. People buy _ newspapers these days. I have ___ time for this job. ___ as thirty children develop the disease every
year. I wear makeup on hard-working days. He worked ___ hours like me. Answers: less longer vs. on Decide whether you need to use longer or longer: How much _____ do you plan to drive tonight? I just can't go any ___. Do you have any __ plans to add to the building? That's a lot of __ as I want to
carry this heavy suitcase! ___ that I travel on this road, ___ behind schedule I get. How much _______ do you intend to accept this legal matter? This is not so much _ for a gas station. How much do I have to lead, Coach? Answers: longer, longer later against the latter Decide whether you need to use
later or the latter: My neighbors have a son and daughter : the first is the teacher, ___ is a nurse. I will handle this at _____ time. Of the first two Harry Potter books, I prefer ___. John came to the party, like Mary. I prefer ___ offer than the last one. I'm going to go back___. I got a choice between a
hamburger or a hotdog, I chose ____ of these two; Hotdog. When it comes to soy burgers or a sacyte cow burger, I prefer ___. Answers: the latter later later the latter last vs. the latter Decide whether you need to use the last or the last: Jack, Jill and Bob go up the hill; ____ watched the other two fall. The
former half of the movie is more interesting than __ half. Of chapters 1, 2 and 3, the hardest thing to learn is ___ one. Dan is now friends with Ruth, Maya and Ben. ___ is his cousin. Jane speaks Italian and English : the former language is quite good and _______ fluent. There are two versions, A and B,
but _____ is more popular. Tom and Dick were both heroes, but we only remember _ today. I'm studying math, English and history. I enjoy ___ one the most. Answers: Latest More Adjec a Workout 1. Adjecjeche keys of the form from the following surnames: Answers: 2.Adjecjecheus of the form from the
following verbs: Answers: 3.Which of the following sentences contains a comfortable adjec apoetal adjec noual adjecter t? People in New York are usually busy. New York residents are often busy. We had fun listening to classical French music. French music is fun to listen to. He speaks Russian. He
speaks Russian. Answer: B,A,B 4.In each group of sentences, select the superlative adjecter: I like dark coffee. This is the fastest car I've ever driven. I want darker curtains. That's a good ice cream. Meet Sue, my Sister. Of all the options available, this one seems to be the best. It's a better game than
the last one. The box was blue and oddly shaped. It's the most exciting thing I've ever experienced! Answers: B, C, C 5. Choose an absolute adjec a quarter in each group of phrases: We live in a blue house. The grass is greener on the other side. That's the shortest my hair ever was. It's a short dress.
Why don't you choose a longer style? Just because it's the shortest dress doesn't mean it's the most elegant. Our house is bigger than grandma's. They live in the biggest house I've ever seen. It's a big house! Answers: A, A, C 6. Choose an adjectition from each of the following groups of words: interest,
interesting, party amount, colorful, medicine fur, funny, cup Reply: interestingly written funny 7. Fill the voids with the best composite adjec a for the situation. With __ temperatures, this is the coldest winter on record. under zero freezing Jeremy gave Linda a ___ engagement ring. Adorable diamond
gorgeous diamond big we celebrate with ____ bottle of champagne. Expensive 10-year-old Reply: under zero gorgeous diamond 10-year-old 8. Select a sentence that contains the denoual adjectect: We practiced for the game. We spent two hours rehearsing a Shakespearean play. We've been
rehearsing Shakespeare for two hours. Answer: B. We practiced shakespearean play for two hours. 9. In each group of sentences, select the comparison adjec, This list is longer than the last. That's probably the best I've ever seen. That's a long list. Stop acting so weird. You're acting like you've ever
been. You're the weirdest person in this class. This is the most chocolate cake I've ever tasted. Eat your chocolate cake. Do you think this cake tastes more chocolatey than the last one? Answers: A, B, C 10. For each of the following sentences, select the correct order of adjections that you want to fill
blankly. His grandfather lives in a house on the street. Big old yellow yellow old big yellow store offers all kinds of ___ items. Interesting old antique antique interesting old antique we went for a long walk along __ trail. Beautiful new 8-kilometer Nova, beautiful 8-mile new, beautiful Answers: big old yellow
interesting old antique beautiful new 8-mile 11. A, B, or C? What sentence contains the deno one's adjec a result? open door fun time Parmesan taste Answer: C 12. Some compound adjecjechesets contain bindings. Which of the following sentences is correct? He's a decent character judge. It has
submitted a 190-page document supporting its position. We're going to adopt a two-year-old kekeet. Answer: B 13. Which sentence uses the correct order of adjections? We rode in a red, new, Italian motorcycle. We rode an Italian, new, red motorcycle. We drove to Red Italian engine. Answer: C 14. For
each of the following sentences, select the correct order of adjections that you want to fill blankly. I was thrilled with my order because I received the book __ . Big, beautiful, leather-bound leather bound, big, beautiful beautiful big leather-bound His clown costume consists of a red nose, oversized shoes,
and ____ jacket. Size 4X polka-dot silk smoking polka-dot silk smoking size 4X polka dot dot size 4x silk smoking I've been shopping for perfect ___ chopsticks. Japanese long sushi long Japanese sushi long sushi Japanese Answers: beautiful large leather tied size 4x polka dot silk smoking long
Japanese sushi 15. Select a sentence from each group that contains the correct compound adjec a. Jennifer worked too hard. It's been 12 hours lately. Jennifer worked too hard. It's been 12 hours lately. Jennifer worked too hard. It's been 12 hours a day lately. Jim prefers spicy Caribbean-style food. Jim
likes Caribbean food with lots of spices. Jim's favorite food is spicy with Caribbean flavors. He's grown two centimeters since the last time we saw him. Ever since we last saw him, he's grown two inches. He's had a 2-inch growth since we last saw him. Answers: B, A, C C
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